Are the current recommendations for the use of aspirin in primary prevention of cardiovascular disease applicable in low-income countries?
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Abstract: Although evidence has accumulated that long-term aspirin therapy is beneficial in secondary prevention of cardiovascular disease (CVD), a lot of controversies persist regarding the benefit of aspirin use in primary prevention of CVD. In low-income countries (LIC) specifically, the decision to prescribe aspirin for primary CVD prevention is more problematic, as there is a dearth of evidence in this regard. Aspirin has been shown to have relative beneficial effects in preventing a first myocardial infarction, but not stroke. However, as stroke is the prevailing CVD in many LIC, especially in Africa, the benefit of aspirin in these settings is therefore questionable. Indeed, there is no published trial that has evaluated the benefits and risks of continuous aspirin therapy in populations of LIC. Furthermore, though cardiovascular risk assessment is crucial in decision-making for the use of aspirin in primary prevention of CVD, there are no risk assessment tools that have been validated in African populations. Studies are urgently warranted, to determine the usefulness of aspirin in primary prevention of CVD in low-income settings where the drug is highly available and affordable, as CVD is becoming the leading cause of deaths in LIC.
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Introduction

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is becoming the leading cause of deaths in the developing world. Indeed, CVD is overtaking HIV infection, malaria, and tuberculosis as the leading cause of deaths in this part of the globe. The World Health Organization estimates that annual mortality due to CVD will approach 25 million by 2030 worldwide, of which approximately 80% will occur in low-income countries (LIC) and middle-income countries. While the rate of deaths from CVD has been increasing in LIC and middle-income countries since the mid-1970s, it has declined markedly in several high-income countries (HIC) during the same period, owing to a combination of successful population-wide preventive strategies, effective primary and secondary preventive health care, and improved treatment of acute cardiovascular events. Unfortunately, LIC, especially in the African region, which are still confronted with a high burden of infectious diseases, are meanwhile ill-prepared to cope with the rising epidemics of CVD. Hence, interventions that have been so successfully implemented in HIC to tackle the burden of CVD are still largely missing in most LIC health care services. Effective preventive treatments that are available at low cost, such as aspirin, are still underused by most individuals for whom such treatments can be recommended.
Benefits and harms of aspirin in primary prevention of CVD

Because of the prominent role of blood coagulation in the pathogenesis of acute vascular disease, the effectiveness of antithrombotic drugs, including aspirin, has been tested for the prevention of CVD. While there is overwhelming evidence that aspirin is beneficial in secondary CVD prevention,\(^6\) results from randomized clinical trials and meta-analyses on the benefits of aspirin in primary prevention of cardiovascular events are heterogeneous.

In 2009, the Antithrombotic Trialists’ Collaboration (ATTC) conducted a meta-analysis of the first six primary prevention trials with aspirin including 95,000 participants, which showed that aspirin therapy led to a reduction of six myocardial infarctions (MIs) per 1,000 low-risk persons treated (5% coronary heart disease [CHD] risk at 10 years according to the Framingham risk categories).\(^7\) Moreover, aspirin use was associated with a reduction of 19 MIs per 1,000 moderate-risk persons (15% CHD risk) and 31 MIs per 1,000 high-risk persons (25% CHD risk) over a 10-year period.\(^8\) Aspirin therapy seemed to have no effect on stroke occurrence.\(^7\) With respect to mortality, there was a small protective effect of aspirin therapy, with zero to six fewer deaths per 1,000 persons treated over 10 years.\(^8\) Additionally, a meta-analysis of nine clinical trials including 50,868 subjects found no overall benefit of aspirin for the primary prevention of stroke.\(^9\) Consistent with other studies,\(^7,10\) this meta-analysis reflected no benefit of aspirin use for the prevention of a first stroke in the general population.

Besides, bleeding is the most frequent adverse event associated with chronic use of aspirin. In fact, the ATTC meta-analysis revealed that aspirin increased the risk of major gastrointestinal and other extracranial bleeds by approximately 50%.\(^7\) Further, aspirin has been shown to increase the incidence of hemorrhagic stroke by 22%.\(^11\) Mirroring ATTC results, De Berardis et al found that aspirin therapy was associated with an excess risk of gastrointestinal and intracranial bleeding.\(^12\) Likewise, in the recently published Japanese Primary Prevention Project survey, aspirin significantly increased the risk of extracranial hemorrhage requiring transfusion or hospitalization.\(^13\)

Overall, despite the apparent benefits of aspirin in primary CVD prevention, these benefits may be outweighed by the risk of major bleeding. Indeed, a recent systematic review and overview of reviews of aspirin prophylaxis for primary prevention of CVD concluded that “there is a fine balance between benefits and risks from regular aspirin use in primary prevention of cardiovascular disease”.\(^14\)

Therefore, aspirin should be prescribed, based on weighing the absolute benefit in reducing the risk of the first cardiovascular event against the absolute risk of major bleeding in each patient. For example, aspirin can be considered in patients with a family history of MI at an early age or those with multiple cardiovascular risk factors, whereas it should be avoided in patients with risk factors for gastrointestinal bleeding such as dyspepsia and ulcer.\(^15\) Besides, the potential benefit of aspirin in cancer prevention could also be considered in patients with additional risks of neoplastic diseases, especially in cases of colorectal cancer.\(^16\)

Peculiarity of LIC

Although more than 80% of the global burden of CVD occurs mostly in LIC,\(^1\) there is a paradoxical lack of local accurate data on the patterns of CVD and related risk factors in these countries. Furthermore and to the best of our knowledge, no studies have either investigated the benefits and harms of chronic aspirin use in LIC, especially those from the African region, or developed CVD risk assessment tools that are adapted to various geographical regions and ethnic groups. These gaps need to be urgently filled to achieve effective CVD prevention in these areas.

The difference in epidemiological patterns of CVD between HIC and LIC raises some concerns about the applicability of recommendations for aspirin use in primary prevention of CVD in LIC. Indeed, recommendations for chronic aspirin use in primary prevention of cardiovascular events have been released, mostly based on the benefits of aspirin for the prevention of the first MI,\(^17\) CHD being the leading CVD in most HIC.\(^17\) Contrariwise, studies have shown the predominance of cerebrovascular disease over CHD in many LIC, especially in the African region.\(^18\) The absence of benefit of aspirin for the prevention of the first stroke in the general population in some HIC questions its overall benefit in primary prevention of CVD in populations where stroke is the prevailing CVD.\(^7,9,10\) Nonetheless, the Women’s Health Study showed that taking daily low-dose aspirin significantly reduces the risk of the first ischemic stroke in women aged 45 years or older,\(^19\) suggesting that similar benefits could be observed in LIC with high burden of stroke. Robust evidence on the benefit of aspirin for primary prevention of CVD is therefore highly needed to inform adequate and efficient policies that are applicable in LIC.

Cardiovascular risk assessment is an important element in decision-making for the use of aspirin in primary prevention of CVD. Several cardiovascular risk assessment tools have been developed in HIC based on extensive high-quality
epidemiological data. Such tools include the Framingham CHD risk score, the American College of Cardiology/ American Heart Association Task Force risk equations, the the European Society of Cardiology Systematic Coronary Risk Evaluation (ESC’s SCORE), the coronary artery calcium score, among others. These assessment tools are very useful, although a recent study has shown that some of them may significantly overestimate the risk of atherosclerotic CVD.20 Besides, as most of these tools were developed in populations from HIC and predominantly Caucasians, their applicability in other populations or ethnic groups is therefore problematic. In this regard, the INTERHEART risk score was developed based on data from 52 countries around the world.21 Yusuf et al showed that the INTERHEART risk score, based on nine easily measureable and potentially modifiable risk factors, is associated with more than 90% of the likelihood to accurately predict an acute MI, these results being consistent across all geographical regions and ethnic groups of the world, men and women, and young and old ages.21 More recently, McGorrian et al modified the INTERHEART risk score into the INTER- HEART modifiable risk score, of which four risk score models were derived.22 Of these, the non-laboratory-based score, which does not include any lab-based measures of lipid profile, can be used in primary care settings, especially in resource-poor countries where there is lack of laboratories and locally developed CVD risk assessment tools.4 However, it is worth emphasizing that this INTERHEART modifiable risk score has not been validated in African populations,22 hence the need for such validations.

Furthermore, there is body of evidence suggesting that the cardiovascular risk profile of populations in HIC may differ from that of populations in LIC. Indeed, a recent study investigating cardiovascular risk and events in 17 LIC, middle-income countries, and HIC revealed that although the INTERHEART risk score classifies residents of HIC as being at greater cardiovascular risk than residents of LIC, the rates of major cardiovascular events and deaths are substantially higher in LIC.23 This discrepancy was unexplained by the prevalence of traditional cardiovascular risk factors such as hypertension and diabetes,23 suggesting that traditional cardiovascular risk scores might underestimate cardiovascular risk among populations of LIC where nontraditional risk factors such as socioeconomic status, infectious diseases, and household and ambient air pollution may significantly impact the cardiovascular risk in these settings.24 This highlights the limits of the traditional cardiovascular risk assessment tools in LIC and stresses the need to develop assessment tools that are adapted to these contexts.

Finally, there are no current cost-effective alternatives to aspirin therapy in LIC. Data on availability and affordability of essential medicines in LIC showed that while aspirin is highly available and affordable in these areas, drugs such as clopidogrel and statins that have been presented as safe alternatives to aspirin have limited availability and are largely unaffordable.4,25 While waiting for cost-effective-and-benefit studies in LIC that will compare aspirin to other alternatives, continuous aspirin therapy for the primary prevention of CVD needs to be still considered and balanced against the potential for bleeding in each patient. Studies investigating the adherence and compliance to this long-term medication are also warranted.

**Conclusion**

The use of aspirin in primary prevention of CVD remains a topic of debate, especially in LIC where lack of data renders the adoption of such a strategy highly problematic. Studies are therefore urgently needed to 1) establish more complete epidemiological surveillance of CVD trends in LIC; 2) determine a CVD risk calculator that is specifically calibrated to populations from these countries; 3) assess the benefits, harms, compliance, and adherence to long-term aspirin therapy in these populations; and 4) undertake a cost-to-benefit comparison between aspirin therapy and alternatives such as clopidogrel or statins in these settings. Before such evidence is available in LIC, aspirin should not be routinely prescribed in primary cardiovascular prevention, but could be considered in patients with very high cardiovascular risk and without risk factors for gastrointestinal and intracranial bleeding.
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